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VIDEO QUALITY ANALYSIS AND DETECTION OF BLOCKINESS ARTIFACTS
AND COLOR VARIATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to electronic device testing. More

particularly, the disclosure relates to interfaces for electronic device testing. The present

application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/848,254

filed on 12/28/2012, entitled "Use Of Device Monitoring And Network Topology Data To

Improve Functional Verification And Screening Of CPE Devices Returned From The Field,"

the entire disclosure of which is herein incorporated by reference. The present application

also claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/848,255 filed on

12/28/2012, entitled "Method For Video Quality Analysis And Detection of Blockiness,

Artifacts and Color Variation for High-Volume Testing of Devices Using Automated Video

Testing System," the entire disclosure of which is herein incorporated by reference. The

present application also claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.

61/848,256 filed on 12/28/2012, entitled "Enhanced Network Management And Customer

Premise Equipment (CPE] Monitoring By Using Behavior Measured From A Device

Functional Verification And Screening System (Test Platform] In A Controlled Network

Environment," the entire disclosure of which is herein incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Service providers, such as communications, connectivity, and content service

providers, provide multimedia services, such as video, audio, telephony, data

communications, wireless networking and related services to their subscribers by

deploying devices at their customers' premises, and then connecting this equipment to the

service provider's network and infrastructure. The deployed devices are generally called

Customer Premise Equipment (CPE]. For example, cable companies, more commonly

known as multiple system operators (MSOs], deliver their service to customers by

connecting a device, such as a set-top box or a cable modem, to their network, and this CPE

device acts the service delivery mechanism for the subscriber.



[0003] Service providers purchase millions of CPE devices each year to use for

delivering their subscription services to their customers. The devices can be TV set-top

boxes, cable modems, Embedded Multimedia Terminal Adapters EMTAs , wireless

gateways, DSL modems, or devices that combine any of these and other capabilities in an

integrated package. These and other devices are growing more complex as service

providers aim to deliver more valuable services.

[0004] Service providers face an operational issue of managing their stock of new

and used CPE devices and maximizing the investment in these CPE devices. Thousands of

CPE devices must be tested on a daily basis. This issue is referred to as a High-Volume

Device Testing issue. Further, in general, there are specific tests needed for each major

functionality of the CPE devices, regardless of whether the functionality can be easily tested

in high-volumes or not. Testing video capabilities of CPE devices may involve visual testing

and evaluation of the effectiveness of video stream processing and presentation of video

output. This kind of CPE device functionality has historically been tested manually by a test

operator simply viewing the video results. Such video testing is cumbersome, prone to

errors, and not scalable for high-volume processing. Instead, lacking automated testing

methods, many service providers have relied on larger volumes of manual labor and

manual visual evaluation to meet device testing quotas.

[0005] Some CPE devices support multiple interfaces to connect each device to

various TVs, monitors, and other types of displays, including component, composite, S-

video, and/or digital video interfaces. Testing each of the multiple video interfaces may be

desirable because a CPE device may be connected to a display using one or more of the

interfaces. Multiple interfaces may further complicate the High-Volume Device Testing

Issue.

[0006] Thus, there is a need for automated methods for performing video testing on

CPE devices and to supply those automated methods in an environment that supports high-

volume device testing.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0007] According to the disclosed subject matter, an automated video testing system

may supply video to devices and may use computer video processing functionality on a



high-volume device testing platform to perform automated video tests on CPE devices. The

automated video testing system may use video streams that are transmitted to the CPE

devices using the communications infrastructure of the high-volume device testing

platform. Once transmitted, the video streams may be processed by the CPE devices and

may be presented to each interface supported by the CPE devices. The high-volume device

testing platform may then retrieve the processed and presented video streams and may use

computer video processing functionality with evaluation algorithms to evaluate whether or

not the CPE devices have successfully performed their expected video processing and

presentation. Test operators may receive a test result instead of a visual pattern that they

may have to evaluate manually. By using known specially generated video streams along

with video processing algorithms that are related to the video streams, computer

automation may be applied to the repetitive process of testing video functionality for high-

volume device testing.

[0008] A video testing system may comprise a video source configured to generate a

video signal selected from a plurality of video signals. Each video signal of the plurality of

video signals may be associated with a respective evaluation algorithm. The video testing

system may also comprise a video input interface in communication with a customer

premise equipment (CPE] device and configured to receive a signal from the CPE device. A

processor in communication with the video source and the video input interface may be

configured to cause the video source to provide the selected video signal to the CPE device,

to execute the evaluation algorithm associated with the selected video signal, to cause the

video input interface to receive the signal from the CPE device, and to generate a test result.

[0009] A video testing method may comprise connecting a customer premise

equipment (CPE) device to a video testing system and selecting a video signal from a

plurality of video signals. Each video signal of the plurality of video signals may be

associated with a respective evaluation algorithm. The selected video signal may be

provided to the CPE device. The evaluation algorithm associated with the selected video

signal may be executed. A signal may be received from the CPE device in the video testing

signal. A test result may be generated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



[0010] Amore detailed understanding may be had from the following description,

given by way of example in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0011] Figure 1 is a diagram depicting an example of an automated video test

system;

[0012] Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of blocky images for an

automated video test system;

[0013] Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating an example low sharpness reference image

for an automated video test system;

[0014] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an example blockiness image that an

automated video test system may seek using a dynamic color grid reference video stream

and walking text;

[0015] Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating an example dynamic blocks range for an

automated video test system; and

[0016] Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating an example Society of Motion Picture and

Television Engineers SMPTE Color Bars graphic that may be used for a dynamic video

stream for a color correctness test.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] The disclosed subject matter is described with specificity to meet statutory

requirements. However, the description itself is not intended to limit the scope of this

patent. Rather, it is contemplated that the claimed subject matter might also be embodied

in other ways, to include different steps or combinations of steps similar to the ones

described in this document, in conjunction with other present or future technologies.

[0018] An automated video testing system may supply video to devices and may use

computer video processing functionality operating on a high-volume device testing

platform to perform automated video tests on CPE devices. This automated video testing

system may include video streams that are transmitted to the CPE devise using the

communications infrastructure of the high-volume device testing platform. Once

transmitted, the video streams may be processed by the CPE devices and may be presented

to each interface supported by the CPE devices. The high-volume device testing platform

may then receive the processed and presented video streams and may use computer video



processing functionality with evaluation algorithms to evaluate whether the CPE devices

have successfully performed their expected video processing and presentation. Test

operators may receive a test result instead of a visual pattern that they may have to

evaluate manually. By using known, specially generated video streams along with video

processing algorithms that are related to the video streams, the disclosed subject matter

may apply computer automation to the process of testing video functionality for high-

volume device testing.

[0019] Systems, methods, and instrumentalities embodying the disclosed subject

matter may not need access to source video, e.g., reference video to perform comparison of

received video streams to source or reference video. Instead, a model may be constructed

of video tests that may be used on the network of the high-volume device testing platform

without having access to the source video, yet produce reliable and accurate device

functional verification results and indications of the CPE devices' ability to operate

properly when deployed in the field.

[0020] The disclosed subject matter may implement aligned video tests and video

test algorithms and video streams that supply the automated video testing system with

tests to evaluate various aspects of the video processing and presentation performance of

CPE devices. Each alignment may be a module for the test platform, e.g., matching video

streams with test algorithms and functional verification testing results. One alignment may

evaluate color quality, for example, while another may evaluate "blockiness" or the

negative streams of poor video compression and decompression. Each alignment may

include a video stream pattern that may test specific desired video characteristics

supported by the CPE devices. Each video stream pattern may be adapted to the different

resolutions supported by devices in the live network, such as, for example, NTSC, PAL,

720p, 1080i, and/or others, enabling complete coverage of all of the relevant video

resolutions and protocols.

[002 1] A plurality of alignments may be used to test all desired aspects of the video

of the CPE devices. n another example, only one alignment may be selected to focus testing

on just one aspect of the video of the CPE devices. New characteristics to be tested may be

added, as may new devices, new interfaces, and the like, to the universal test platform. The

alignments can be selected or unselected so that they may be used or unused, as needed.



[0022] An alignment of video tests may be used to evaluate video sharpness. The

video streams may have low sharpness indicated by a slow motion reference video stream.

Atesting algorithm or testing algorithms may evaluate fast motion changes in the

processed and presented video that may be indicative of sharpness defects in the video

processing of the CPE device. The disclosed subject matter may use a video stream that

does not contain sudden or sharp changes in the image, while the test algorithm may

evaluate the received video stream for any sudden or sharp changes in image width or

height, which may indicate CPE device defects in video buffering, decompression,

processing, and/or presentation for a specific interface and/or at a specific resolution. A

blockiness metric may track the number of added sudden/sharp changes, which may be

perceived as blocky images, and which may indicate poor or deficient video performance of

the device under test.

[0023] An alignment of video tests may promote blocks or tiling of video to detect

dynamic video artifacts such as freezing, tiling, and other frame buffer weaknesses. The

video artifact may be a dynamic color grid reference video stream overlaid with "walking"

or other dynamic text located in a cell of the grid and changing in each frame of the video

stream.

[0024] An alignment of video tests may create a strenuous video processing in the

device, e.g., artificially increasing or maximizing the video processing involved, through the

use of a highly dynamic reference video stream and associated test and evaluation

algorithms. This alignment of video tests may lead to faster testing and determination of

operational functionality of the devices. CPE devices that pass this stress test are likely to

pass all of the other more specific tests. The high volume testing process can use this test as

an initial filtering mechanism for rapid separation of stocks of devices.

[0025] A dynamic video stream containing color bar stripes in a dynamic pattern of

changing in a cycle may enable test and evaluation of the color correctness of the CPE

device. The color bar stripes may be similar to those employed in the NTSC video standard

of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) Color Bars. In addition

to color correctness, this dynamic video stream may be used to detect luminosity.

[0026] An automated video testing system may perform automated video tests on

CPE devices that are functionally verified on a high-volume device testing platform. This



represents an innovation over manual visual inspection methods that have been used to

test video capabilities of CPE devices. Automated video tests may comprise computer video

processing functionality operating on a high-volume device testing platform along with

known or controlled video streams that may be transmitted to the CPE devices using the

communications infrastructure of the high-volume device testing platform.

[0027] Automated video tests may use dynamic video streams comprising

sequences of video frames that may test a plurality of video processing characteristics of

CPE devices. Transmitted video streams may be processed by the CPE devices connected to

and operating on the test platform, causing the CPE devices to perform expected video

processing and video presentation functions. Effective testing of video processing

capabilities may occur as the results of device video processing are compared to

anticipated results associated with the transmitted video streams.

[0028] Processed video streams may be processed by the CPE devices to each

interface supported by the CPE devices, and the automated video testing method may

repetitively evaluate the anticipated video results presented on each interface. The high-

volume device testing platform may make use of communications infrastructure to receive

the video streams that are processed and presented. The difference between the

transmitted and the received video streams may be evaluated. The results of the evaluation

may indicate the overall video processing health of the CPE devices.

[0029] Computer video processing functionality with evaluation algorithms may

evaluate whether or not the CPE devices have successfully performed their expected video

processing and presentation. This may support the automated generation of video test

results, forming advancement over manual subjective evaluation of video testing. Test

operators may receive a test result instead of, or in addition to, a visual pattern that they

may need to evaluate manually. By using known video streams along with video processing

algorithms that are related to the video streams, computer automation may be applied to

the repetitive process of testing video functionality for high-volume device testing.

[0030] Figure 1 illustrates an example of an automated video test system 100. The

automated video test system 100 may comprise an interface 102 for transmitting audio

and/or video signals to a CPE device 104 to be tested and an interface 106 for receiving

audio and/or video signals from the CPE device 104. The interface 102 may be connected



to the CPE device 104 via a video input interface 108 of the CPE device 104. The interface

106 may be connected to the CPE device via multiple video output interfaces 110 of the

CPE device 104. The video output interfaces 110 may be connected to the interface 106 via

a quick-connect cable 112 with quick-connect interfaces 114, 116, e.g., HDMI interfaces.

[0031] Aligned video tests and video test algorithms and video streams may supply

the automated video testing system with tests to test and evaluate various aspects of the

video processing and presentation performance of CPE devices. Because CPE devices with

video capabilities may be complex devices with various video features and characteristics

that may be built to operate in a wide variety of configurations and environments, it is

unlikely that a single test could effectively test and evaluate a given CPE device. It is even

more unlikely that a single test could effectively and test and evaluate multiple CPE devices,

multiple models of CPE devices from a single manufacturer, or multiple models of CPE

devices from multiple manufacturers. Modular test capabilities may facilitate broad

coverage of video characteristics to be tested. Modular test capabilities may broadly apply

tests for use with a universal test platform. A video test alignment may comprise a matched

set of video streams and video test algorithms used to perform specific video characteristic

tests.

[0032] An alignment may comprise a module for the test platform, e.g., matching

video streams with test algorithms and functional verification testing results. For example,

one alignment may evaluate color quality, while another may evaluate blockiness or the

negative artifacts of poor video compression and/or decompression. A plurality of video

test modules or alignments may support high-volume testing of CPE devices with video

capabilities.

[0033] An alignment may comprise a video stream pattern that tests specific desired

video characteristics supported by a CPE device. Considering that testing may be

performed on received, processed, and presented video streams without comparison to a

source video, an alignment may be a dynamic test pattern that can be independently

evaluated for performance to anticipated levels. Each video stream pattern may be adapted

to the different resolutions supported by devices in the live network, such as NTSC, PAL,

720p, 1080i, and/or others, enabling complete coverage of all of the relevant video

resolutions and protocols.



[0034] The system may use a plurality of alignments for testing desired aspects of

the video of the CPE devices, for example, performing a comprehensive video test on

devices under test in preparation for decisions whether to be returned to the manufacturer

for warranty repair or replacement, or to select only one alignment to focus testing on just

one aspect of the video of the CPE devices, such as filtering field returns into pallets ofgood

or bad devices.

[0035] The ability to add alignments that target new video characteristics to be

tested or that add support for new devices or new interfaces, etc., to the universal test

platform may increase the flexibility of the automated video test system. Flexibility may be

further increased by the ability to select one or more of the alignments to be used for

specific configurations of the automated video testing with the high-volume device testing

process.

[0036] An alignment of video tests may be used to evaluate video sharpness. The

video streams may have low sharpness indicated by a slow motion reference video stream.

Testing algorithms may evaluate fast motion changes in the processed and presented video

that may indicate sharpness defects in the video processing of the CPE device. Video

processing defects in CPE devices may be measurable by evaluating differences between

low sharpness input video streams and processed video streams that contain sudden or

sharp changes in the images. Ablockiness metric may be estimated as a number of added

changes.

[0037] A source video may not be available for direct comparison. Testing may need

to be performed on received, processed, and presented video streams without comparison

to the source video. Avideo stream that does not contain sudden or sharp changes in the

image may be used. The test algorithm may evaluate the received video stream for any

sudden or sharp changes in image width or height, which may indicate CPE device defects

in video buffering, decompression, processing, and/or presentation for a specific interface

and/or at a specific resolution.

[0038] Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating a number of example blocky video images

202, 204, 206 that may indicate bandwidth, compression, and/or decompression issues or

more fundamental deficiencies of the CPE device video processing. The methods, systems,

and instrumentalities disclosed herein may be used in connection with a controlled test



platform without bandwidth limitations. Video tests may detect blocky video and attribute

it to the CPE device video processing. A low sharpness test may make use of a slow

changing reference image 302 shown in Figure 3. A low sharpness video stream as shown

in Figure 3 may make relatively few image changes over the course of many video frames.

When the alignment is made between such a low sharpness video stream and a test

algorithm evaluating image width and height of colors making up the video frame,

anticipated "clean" video frame processing may be used, in which low sharpness may be

tested across all parts of the screen. When high sharpness, which may be seen in blocky

images, is found, video processing deficiencies in CPE devices may be detected. A

blockiness metric may track the number of added sudden or sharp changes, which may be

perceived as blocky images, and which may indicate poor or deficient video performance of

the device under test.

[0039] An alignment ofvideo tests may promote adverse blocks or tiling of video to

detect dynamic video artifacts, such as freezing, tiling, and/or other video frame buffer

weaknesses. The video artifact may comprise a dynamic color grid reference video stream

overlaid with walking or dynamic text located in a cell of the grid and changing in each

frame of the video stream. Figure 4 illustrates an example video image 402 with the type of

video defects that may occur due to poor dynamic video processing. Visible blocks may be

seen throughout the image 402. These blocks may represent either inadequate reception of

the original frames of the video stream and/or poor processing by the CPE device in

receiving and/or decoding the video stream. Since the test platform may be built and/or

calibrated to operate without limitations in the transmission bandwidth and/or

throughput, this video test method may isolate poor video performance to the CPE device.

[0040] Adynamic color grid reference video stream may be used to produce known

image colors in known locations in frames of the video stream. The color graphics image

processing characteristics of the CPE device may be put under test. The dynamic color grid

reference video stream may be overlaid with walking or dynamic text located in each cell of

the grid. The walking or dynamic text may change in each frame of the video stream. By

using an aligned test algorithm that uses optical character recognition to retrieve text

values from each known cell, the test may produce environmental conditions that may

promote blockiness as seen in the video image 402 of Figure 4.



[0041] Figure 5 illustrates an example image 502 containing dynamic blocks for an

automated video test system. The dynamic color grid reference video stream and overlaid

walking text are shown in the example image 502. An alignment of video tests may create

strenuous video processing in the device, which may artificially increase or maximize the

video processing required, through the use of a highly dynamic reference video stream and

associated test and evaluation algorithms. In consideration of video transmission buffering

techniques, in which video stream processing may be economized by buffering both full

frames and only the incremental changes in subsequent frames where the video stream is

not changing rapidly, full plan incremental may be less strenuous, while repeatedly

transmitting fully changing frames may be more strenuous. Constructed video streams that

change the frames by a large, e.g., the maximum amount may cause devices under test to

operate at a high performance level, e.g., the highest performance possible.

[0042] Stress testing devices in this way may exaggerate the identification of devices

with marginal performance. Stress testing under high-volume testing methods may lead to

better Reverse Logistics processes by reducing or eliminating inappropriate redeployment

of marginal devices. The disclosed subject matter may lead to faster testing and

determination of operational functionality of devices because CPE devices that pass the

stress test are likely to pass the other, more specific, tests. Accordingly, the high-volume

testing process can use stress testing as an initial filtering mechanism for rapidly

separating stocks of devices.

[0043] Color correctness and luminosity of a CPE device can also be tested and/or

evaluated. For example, a video standard, such as an NTSC video standard known as the

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers SMPTE Color Bars may be improved

and enhanced for application in high-volume device testing of CPE devices. The SMPTE

Color Bars comprise a static color image used for calibrating video broadcasts with

television of the video broadcast. A dynamic video stream may comprise the Color Bar

stripes in a dynamic pattern of changing each specific color stripe in a repetitive cycle that

may enable test and evaluation of the color correctness of the CPE device. Figure 6

illustrates an example static image of an example dynamic video stream 602 that may

comprise Color Bar stripes in such a dynamic pattern. In addition to color correctness, the



dynamic video stream of changing color bars may be used to detect luminosity values and

deficiencies in luminosity for CPE devices.

[0044] A dynamic color bar video stream, e.g., a dynamic video stream using the

SMPTE Color Bars, may use a gray color bar 604 as a reference for indexing where other

related color bars may be for each frame. Once the gray color bar index is set for each

frame, a test algorithm may conduct measurements for the entire frame. For each

measurement, a number of parameters may be evaluated. These parameters may include,

but are not limited to, the average deviation from the original for each color, the maximum

deviation from the original for each color, and/or the uniformity of the color across the

screen for each color. A dynamic color bar video stream may be aligned with a related test

algorithm to test and/or evaluate color correctness and/or luminosity produced by CPE

devices while performing video stream processing.

[0045] As demonstrated by the foregoing discussion, the disclosed subject matter

may provide certain advantages, particularly in the context of high-volume testing. Test

operators may receive a test result instead of a visual pattern that they may have to

evaluate manually. By using known specially generated video streams along with video

processing algorithms that are related to the video streams, computer automation may be

applied to the repetitive process of testing video functionality for high-volume device

testing. This may improve the throughput of the system, as well as reduce or eliminate

human error associated with manual evaluation of visual patterns.

[0046] It will be understood by those who practice the disclosed subject matter and

those skilled in the art that various modifications and improvements may be made without

departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosed subject matter. The scope of protection

afforded is to be determined solely by the claims and by the breadth of interpretation

allowed by law.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. Avideo testing system comprising:

a video source configured to generate a video signal selected from a plurality of

video signals, each video signal of the plurality of video signals associated with a respective

evaluation algorithm;

a video input interface in communication with a customer premise equipment (CPE)

device and configured to receive a signal from the CPE device; and

a processor in communication with the video source and the video input interface

and configured to cause the video source to provide the selected video signal to the CPE

device, to execute the evaluation algorithm associated with the selected video signal, to

cause the video input interface to receive the signal from the CPE device, and to generate a

test result.

2. The video testing system of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to compare

the selected video signal with the signal received from the CPE device.

3 . The video testing system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of video signals comprises

a video stream having low sharpness, the video stream associated with an evaluation

algorithm to evaluate fast motion changes.

4. The video testing system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of video signals comprises

a dynamic color grid reference video stream.

5 . The video testing system of claim 4, wherein the dynamic color grid reference video

stream comprises dynamic text.

6. The video testing system of claim 4, wherein the evaluation algorithm is selected to

evaluate video frame buffer weaknesses.



7. The video testing system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of video signals comprises

a dynamic reference video stream and the evaluation algorithm is selected to create

strenuous video processing in the CPE device.

8 . The video testing system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of video signals comprises

a dynamic video stream comprising a color bar stripe pattern.

9 . The video testing system of claim 8, wherein the color bar stripe pattern comprises

a Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers SMPTE Color Bars pattern.

10. A video testing method comprising:

connecting a customer premise equipment (CPE) device to a video testing system;

selecting a video signal from a plurality of video signals, each video signal of the

plurality of video signals associated with a respective evaluation algorithm;

providing the selected video signal to the CPE device;

executing the evaluation algorithm associated with the selected video signal;

receiving a signal from the CPE device in the video testing signal; and

generating a test result.

11. The video testing method of claim 10, further comprising comparing the selected

video signal with the signal received from the CPE device.

12. The video testing method of claim 10, wherein the plurality of video signals

comprises a video stream having low sharpness, the video stream associated with an

evaluation algorithm to evaluate fast motion changes.

13. The video testing method of claim 10, wherein the plurality of video signals

comprises a dynamic color grid reference video stream.



14. The video testing method of claim 13, wherein the dynamic color grid reference

video stream comprises dynamic text.

15. The video testing method of claim 13, wherein the evaluation algorithm is selected

to evaluate video frame buffer weaknesses.

16. The video testing method of claim 10, wherein the plurality of video signals

comprises a dynamic reference video stream and the evaluation algorithm is selected to

create strenuous video processing in the CPE device.

17. The video testing method of claim 10, wherein the plurality of video signals

comprises a dynamic video stream comprising a color bar stripe pattern.

18. The video testing method of claim 17, wherein the color bar stripe pattern

comprises a Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers SMPTE Color Bars

pattern.
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